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ABSTRACT  
 

Late nineteenth-century French art song, also known as mélodie, is one of the 

most important genres in a classical singer’s repertoire and it cannot be ignored. Its 

creation represents a marked improvement over the song form of French Romance which 

dates from the eighteenth century. 

French art song was not introduced to China until the establishment of the New 

Republic of China in 1949. In the decades since then, French art song seems less favored 

by Chinese singers, when compared to Italian songs and German Lieder. Having studied 

both in China and the United States, the author realized that for Chinese native speakers, 

singing French art song is a difficult challenge.  

Two main problems immediately present themselves: the language barrier and the 

obstacle of a basic understanding of French poetry. The author’s purpose here is to 

examine these problems and try to help Chinese singers by offering them a systematic 

path toward correct French pronunciation, a brief discussion of poetic imagery often seen 

in French poetry, and a selected bibliography of sources on French poetry to advance 

their comprehension.  

First, the paper will introduce the phonology of Pinyin (Chinese Phonetic 

Alphabet), the system used in China to teach Chinese (Mandarin) and compare it with the 

IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet), which is universally used by people in the West to 

learn the pronunciation of most languages. The document will then show the sounds that 

are most challenging for Chinese singers and will give some suggestions and vocal 

exercises to help singers better pronounce French diction.  

Secondly, the author will examine a few poems used in French songs to point out 

some of the cultural differences between China and Western countries and identify the 
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challenges in understanding the meaning of selected French art songs from the 

perspective of a Chinese singer. Since an exhaustive study of French poetry would be 

another broad topic to be researched, the author will offer only basic suggestions and a 

brief annotated bibliography of sources at the end of this research project.  

It is the author’s hope that this document will benefit Chinese singers and voice 

teachers by acquainting them with French diction and by helping them to appreciate 

French song literature. 
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CHAPTER 1 

PINYIN AND IPA  

1. Brief Introduction and History of the Two Systems 

 The Chinese language is a branch of the Sino-Tibetan language family; it consists 

of hundreds of local language varieties. Traditional Chinese can be divided into seven 

major dialect groups: Mandarin, Cantonese, Wu, Min, Xia, Gan, and Kejia. The 

differences between these groups, many of which are not mutually intelligible, are 

enormous. In order to unify the language of the country, the Chinese government set 

standard Mandarin, which is based on the Beijing dialect, as the official language in 

1956. From that time, standard Mandarin began to be widely used on official occasions,   

in schools and media in China.    

 Unlike most western languages, Chinese does not use the alphabet, but utilizes 

pictograph or ideograph, like ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics.1 To learn the 

pronunciations of Chinese words, people cannot simply look at the words and spell them 

as one does when learning a phonetic language; instead, they need to study by using 

transcription which helps them read and learn the pronunciation of every word.2 The 

Pinyin system was created in 1958 to help people to learn the pronunciation of Chinese. 

In this research project, Chinese refers to the standard Chinese which is also called 

“Standard Mandarin.” 

                                                
1 Sunny Ifeanyi Odinye, “Phonology of Mandarin Chinese: Pinyin vs. IPA,” Quarterly 
Journal of Chinese Studies 4 (2012): 52. 
2 Ibid. 
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 Pinyin, the Chinese phonetic alphabet, literally means to spell out. It is not the 

first alphabetical system used for the pronunciation of Chinese. The first phonetic 

alphabet was created in 1605 by the Italian, Metteo Ricci. Since that time, various 

alphabetic systems were designed by others to help people in studying Chinese 

pronunciation. The most famous one was called the Wade-Giles system, which was 

introduced to Chinese by the British scholar, Thomas Wade, in 1892.3 

 In 1955, the Chinese government confirmed the meaning and standard for 

Mandarin. In 1956, the Central Committee for the Promotion of standard Mandarin was 

established. In October 2000, the National Language Law of the People’s Republic of 

China was passed, which clearly defined the legal status of Mandarin and standardized 

Chinese characters as the universal language of the country.4 Since then, Pinyin, which is 

based on the Latin alphabet, has become the official phonetic system used in learning the 

pronunciation of Mandarin.  

 Another widely-used phonetic system, IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet), is a 

pronunciation method based on the Latin alphabet that is used to represent most of the 

major languages spoken around the world. In 1886, the first version was created in Paris 

by a group of language teachers from France and Britain, led by a French linguist Paul 

Passy. Later, they formed the International Phonetic Association. In the beginning, the 

IPA system was mainly used to help children to learn the pronunciation of foreign 

                                                
3 Haishu Ni. 中国拼音文字运动史简编 [The History of Chinese Pinyin Movement], 
(Shanghai: Shanghai Shubao, 1948), 5, 6, 66. 
4  Borong Huang and Xudong Liao, 现代汉语 [The Modern Chinese] (Beijing: Gao 
deng jiao yu Press, 2017), 10. 
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languages. With years of development, it became a tool for scientific phonetic studies.5 In 

the United States, IPA is widely used in universities, voice lessons, diction classes, and 

books. Almost all voice students are required to learn the system in their diction classes.  

2. Comparison between the Pinyin and the IPA  

 Both Pinyin and IPA systems are based on the Latin alphabet. Pinyin is only used 

in the Chinese language, while IPA tries to cover most of the spoken languages trained 

vocalists must sing. In examining the two systems, IPA obviously has a wider range of 

uses; Pinyin was designed specifically for Mandarin Chinese, making accurate 

pronunciation easier for speakers of Mandarin. 

 The Pinyin system consists of twenty-six Roman letters, the same as in the 

English alphabet. In place of the letter “v,” which is the only Roman letter not used, 

Pinyin adds the letter “ü” instead. The Pinyin system consists of initials, finals, and 

diacritics. The concept of initials and finals almost like the consonants and vowels in 

IPA, but they are not equal. Most Pinyin initials are consonants, except for semivowels 

“w” and “y.” Most of the finals are vowels, except -n[n], -ng[ŋ], and -r [ɚ], those 

consonants sometimes attach to the vowels as suffixes. In total, Pinyin contains 22 

consonants and 23 vowels. (see Table 1 and Table 2 below)  

 

 

 

                                                
5 Robert W Albright. “The International Phonetic Alphabet: Its backgrounds and 
development”.  International Journal of American Linguistics. (1958) 24 (1). 
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Table 1: Pinyin consonants and IPA conversion6  

 Labial Alveolar Retroflex Alveolo-
palatal 

Velar 

Plosive Unaspirated b [b] d [t]   g [k] 

Aspirated p [pʰ] t [tʰ]   k [kʰ] 

Nasal m [m] n [n]   ng [ŋ] 

Affricate Unaspirated  z [ts] zh [ʈʂ] j [tɕ]  

Aspirated  c [tsʰ] ch [ʈʂʰ] q [tɕʰ]  

Fricative f [f] s [s] sh [ʂ] and r [ʐ] x [ɕ] h [x] 

Lateral approximant  l [l]    

 

 

Table 2.1: Pinyin vowels (Monophthongs) and IPA conversion7 

Tongue position Dorsal vowel Apical vowel Retroflex vowel 

closed i[i], ü [y], u [u] -i [ɿ], -i [ʅ]  

semi-closed e [ɤ], o [o]   

center   er [ɚ] 

semi-open ê [ɛ]   

open ɑ [A]   

Note: [ɿ] and [ʅ] are special Chinese sounds which are not included in IPA. 

 

                                                
6 Huang and Liao, The Modern Chinese 29. 

7 Ibid., 45. 
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Table 2.2 Pinyin Compound vowels and IPA conversion8 

 The international phonetic alphabet consists of consonants, vowels, symbols, 

suprasegmentals, tones, and accents. Compared to the Chinese Pinyin system, the IPA 

system is more precise and complicated. Since IPA’s creation, it has been revised several 

times. The major revisions and expansions took from 1900 to 1932. Since that time, only 

minor revisions have taken place. According to the 2018 version of official IPA chart 

(see Appendix A), it contains 70 consonants, 28 vowels, 12 symbols, 31 diacritics, 9 

suprasegmental, and 14 tones and accents. The number of symbols used in IPA is much 

greater than those used in Chinese Pinyin. 

 The obvious benefit of the IPA is that the system was designed for multiple 

speaking languages. It offers an easy and accurate way for people to study the 

pronunciation of foreign languages. Especially helpful to classical singers, IPA covers the 

pronunciation of the major singing languages: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, 

Latin, and others.    

 According to an article by Sunny Ifeanyi Odinye, “The Pinyin system is simple 

and easy to learn, but its simplicity also causes the problems that many different 

                                                
8 Ibid., 49. 

First vowel stressed ɑi [ai] ei [ei] ɑo [ɑu] ou [ou]  

Last vowel stressed iɑ [iA] ie [iɛ] uɑ [uA] uo [uo] üe [yɛ] 

Middle vowel stressed io [iu] iou [iou] uɑi [uai] uei [uei]  

Note: [A] is a special Chinese sound which is not included in IPA. 
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phonemes have to be presented in the same letter.”9 This is the most challenging aspect of 

the Pinyin system. As table 2.1 and 2.2 show, the Pinyin “e” could be pronounced as [e], 

[ɤ], [ɚ] or [ɛ]; it is difficult for the user to decide how to pronounce it correctly. Since 

Chinese Pinyin uses many symbols that are the same or similar to the IPA system, 

students and instructors might be tempted to use the IPA to mark Chinese pronunciation. 

There are a few Chinese sounds which do not exist in other languages, for example, [A], 

[ɿ] and [ʅ]. Those special sounds are not included in the IPA system, but adaptations to 

either system seem unlikely. Any change in the Chinese system might cause unnecessary 

confusion for Chinese speakers, especially in typing. Since most computer keyboards are 

designed for twenty-six letters (almost similar to the Chinese system), the use of Pinyin--

in discerning Chinese sounds--is still necessary. This more simplified system is 

convenient for Chinese speakers. 

 Since Chinese students usually learn the Pinyin system in their elementary 

schools, each sound is almost thoroughly fixed in their young minds. The different 

sounds of the IPA (when compared with the same Pinyin sounds) might causes problems 

for the Chinese when they learn foreign languages, even if the sounds are practically the 

same in both systems. Chapter 2 addresses the particular IPA sounds that challenge 

Chinese vocalists.          

 

                                                
9 Odinye, “Phonology of Mandarin,” 51. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FRENCH PHONETIC PROBLEMS FOR CHINESE SINGERS 

1. The phenomenon of “Language transfer” 

 English teachers in China often notice that certain words are frequently 

mispronounced by their students: for example, the words “thank you.” Many students 

pronounce it as [sænk ju:] instead of [θænkju:] since the sound of [θ] does not exist in the 

Pinyin system. Ji Yan, the Chinese scholar, did a research on 500 Chinese students. After 

the extensive analysis, she found that since students learn the Pinyin system in their early 

lives, their mother tongue has been firmly established before they step into the English 

language (especially after learning the phonetic system.) When students learn the English 

phonetic alphabet, their English pronunciation will be influenced by the pronunciation of 

the Pinyin system. There are positive and negative influences when learning a new 

language. Any similarity between the two languages brings a positive influence on 

second language learning, and any differences usually produce negative influence. 

Linguists refer this phenomenon to “language transfer.”10 

 Many similarities exist between the two systems, but as stated earlier, some IPA 

sounds have no Pinyin equivalent. French is one of the languages which people usually 

learn with the IPA, and that language draws on some of the “missing” sounds. In this 

case, the customary pronunciation method of Chinese speakers may cause certain sounds 

to be mispronounced when singing in French.     

                                                
10 Ji Yan, “The Negative Transfer of Chinese Pinyin on the Learning of English Phonetic 
Alphabet”, The Science Education Article Collects, 377, (Feb 2017), 179-180. 
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2. Phonetic differences between French IPA and Chinese Pinyin 

 Most of the phonetic differences between French and Chinese arise from the 

vowel sounds. In general, French vowels can be divided into three categories: oral, nasal, 

and semi-vowels (the latter sometimes called semi-consonants or glides.) Table 3 lists 

nineteen French vowels in IPA with word examples and the equivalent sounds in Pinyin.  

Table 3: French vowels in IPA and Pinyin equivalent with word example 

French vowels  

in IPA 

French word 

examples with IPA 

Pinyin 

equivalent 

Chinese word 

examples with Pinyin 

and IPA 

oral vowels  

a Paris [pa'ri] ɑ 怕 pɑ [pA]  

ɑ extase [ɛk 'stɑ z] ɑ 要 yɑo [jɑu] 

o nouveau [nuvo] o 哦 o [o] 

ɔ homme [ɔm]   

ø lieu [ljø]   

œ seul [sœːl]   

ə besoin [bə zwɛ]̃ e 饿 e [ə] 

ɛ elle [ɛl] e 月 yue [jyɛ] 

e été [ete] e 夜 ye [je] 

u coup [ku] u 哭 ku [ku] 
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Table 3 continued. 

y étude [etyd] ü 绿 lü [ly] 

i qui [ki] i 衣 [yi] 

nasal vowels  

ɛ ̃ loin [lwɛ]̃   

ɑ̃ seulement [sœl mɑ̃]   

ɔ̃/õ longtemps [lõ tɑ̃]   

œ̃ coeur [kœ̃]   

semi-vowels  

j Dieu [djø] y 鸭 ya [jA] 

w oui [wi] w 蛙 wa [wA] 

ɥ lui [lɥi] y 鱼 yü [ɥy] 

 

 As table 3 shows: eight French vowel sounds are absent in the Chinese Pinyin 

system. French contains twelve oral vowel sounds, but three of them, [ɔ], [ø], [œ], do not 

have the equivalent sounds in Chinese Pinyin. Four nasal vowels [ɛ]̃, [ɑ̃], [ɔ̃], [œ̃] are 

missing in Chinese Pinyin. 

 French consonants are also hard for Chinese speakers. Table 4 lists all nineteen 

French consonants. As it shows, six consonants do not have the pinyin equivalent. There 

are: [v], [z], [r], [ʃ], [ɲ], [ʒ].   
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Table 4: French consonants in IPA and Pinyin equivalent with word examples 

French 

consonants  

in IPA 

French word example with 

IPA 

Pinyin 

equivalent 

Chinese word example 

with Pinyin and IPA 

b beaucoup [boku] b 播 bo [bo] 

d de [də] d 德 de [də] 

f fer［fɛr］ f 粉 fen [fən] 

k coup [ku] k 哭 ku [ku] 

l le［lə］ l 路 lu [lu] 

m marche [mar ʃə] m 妈 ma [mA] 

n nous [nu] n 怒 nu [nu] 

p peu [pø] p 破 po [po] 

s si [si] s 思 si [sɿ] 

t temps [tɑ̃] t 他 ta [tA] 

v vous [vu]   

z maison [mɛzɔ̃]   

g vague [vag] g 歌 [ge] 

ɲ compagnon [kõ pa 'ɲõ]   

r ronde ['rõ də]   
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Table 4 continued. 

ʃ chef [ʃɛf]    

ʒ jamais [ʒamɛ]   

 This comparison of French, as indicated in IPA and Chinese Pinyin, shows the 

French sounds which are absent in the Chinese language. Those missing sounds will 

frequently cause Chinese singers problems when they sing in French. The clarification of 

these particular sounds and fixing the obvious challenges in their pronunciation are 

necessary for Chinese vocalists. 
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3. Problematic French sounds for Mandarin speakers and Exercises 

 The missing sounds in Chinese Pinyin include eight vowels and six consonants 

which prove to be the most problematic for Chinese speakers. They cannot simply “copy” 

the sounds from their mother language. From the perspective of “language transfer,” we 

know that similarities between the foreign language and the mother language usually 

produce a positive transfer into the new language learning. Here, we see that none of the 

positive transfer can be produced for the missing sounds in the mother language. This 

does not mean that students cannot pronounce them correctly. They still have a chance to 

arrive at those sounds by persistent practice.    

3.1 Absent French Vowel Sounds in Chinese Pinyin 

  The open “o” [ɔ] sound is missing in Chinese, but it is not difficult to learn since 

the closed o [o] sound exists in Pinyin. The difference between the pronunciation of the 

two sounds is primarily the jaw position. Both of the sounds require rounded lips, but [ɔ] 

requires a lower jaw position than the [o]. Also, the back of the tongue should be less 

raised toward the roof of the mouth. Lowering the jaw and slightly raising the soft palate 

will cause the space in the mouth to increase. 

 Chinese singers also should avoid mispronouncing the [ɔ] to the [ɑ] as in Chinese 

word 要“ yɑo.” In fact, [ɔ] requires more rounded lips and slightly higher jaw position 

than the [ɑ]. Distinguishing the difference between [ɔ], [o], [ɑ] is a necessary skill for 

Chinese singers.  
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Exercise 1:  

Vocalize 

 

 

 The [ø] sound is absent in Chinese. This is a mixed vowel and most Chinese 

people have never heard of this concept. However, Chinese Pinyin does contain the 

mixed vowel “ü”, which is equal to the [y] sound in IPA. In Chinese elementary schools, 

children usually learn to pronounce the “ü” by “i” plus “u”. Actually, this is exactly how 

mixed vowels are formed in French. In the book Diction for Singers, Joan Wall states: 

“To pronounce a mixed vowel sound, combine—or mix—different lip and tongue 

position: round your lips for a back vowel while raising and arching your tongue for a 

forward vowel.”11  

                                                
11 Joan Wall and Robert Caldwell, Diction for Singers: A Concise Reference for English, 
Italian, Latin, German, French, and Spanish Pronunciation, 2nd ed. (Remond, WA, 
2009), 182.  
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 The [ø] sound, in fact, is a combination of closed “e” [e] and closed “o” [o]. In 

order to produce this sound, people should pronounce the [e] first, then keep the same 

tongue position and round lips like [o] at the same time.  

 An important point to remember is to distinguish the differences between the 

mixed vowel and the glide. As Wall pointed out in the book International Phonetic 

Alphabet for Singers: “To produce the mixed vowel the speaker does not glide from the 

forward vowel to the back vowel. Instead, both vowels are produced simultaneously. It is 

the combining of the two sounds into a unified single vowel sound that results in the 

mixed vowel.”12 

Exercise 2:  

Vocalize 

 

 The [œ] is also a mixed vowel which could be challenging for Chinese speakers 

because the sound is absent in the Chinese Pinyin system. To form the mixed vowel [œ], 

which is a combination of the [ɔ] and the [ɛ], one should first round lips to the [ɔ] 

position, then arch the tongue into the forward [ɛ] position. (If one thinks of the [œ] as 

being a more open form of [ø] then it might be easy to remember.) For American singers, 

this may solve the problem, since the [ɔ] and the [ɛ] sounds both exist in English. It still 

presents an issue for Chinese singers, since the [ɔ] sound is also absent in Pinyin. The 

                                                
12 Joan Wall, International Phonetic Alphabet for Singers, (Dallas, Texas,1989), 209. 
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degree of difficulty for the Chinese speaker to articulate the French [œ] sound is 

considerable. In order to arrive at a correct French mixed vowel [œ], Chinese singers 

have to achieve the open “o” [ɔ] sound first, let the laryngeal muscle get used to it, and 

then proceed to pronounce the open “e” [ɛ] sound.  

Exercise 3:  

Vocalize 

 

 Nasal sounds do exist in the Chinese language, but they are called nasal finals. 

The Chinese language contains sixteen nasal finals, while the French language contains 

only four, and those are produced in a slightly different way. 

 The Chinese nasal final consists of one or two pure vowels and one or two 

consonants. Nasal finals can be divided into two groups as shown in Table 5. The first 

group called the front-nasal finals, which consists of one or two vowels plus a consonant 

“n” (for example in the word 安 “ɑn”.) The other group is the back-nasal finals, which 

consists of one or two consonants plus the consonant “ng”, for example in the word 昂 

“ɑng.”  According to the book 现代汉语 (The Modern Chinese), The nasal final consists 

of vowels and nasal consonants: vowels and the nasal consonants are not only simply 

combined, but a transition from the sustained vowel to the nasal consonant, and the color 

of the nasal sound gradually increases. The final pronunciation is blocked by the tongue 
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and lips, and the air escapes through the nose, which forms the final nasal consonant. The 

ending final consonant should be pronounced as an unreleased stop (a stop consonant 

without release burst).13 

Table 5: Chinese nasal finals 

Front-nasal finals vowel + n ɑn, iɑn, uɑn, üɑn, en, uen, in, ün 

Back-nasal finals vowel + ng ɑng, iɑng, uɑng, eng, ueng, ing, ong, iong 

 

 The pronunciation method of French nasal vowels is different from that of 

Chinese nasal finals. French nasal vowels are purer vowel sounds, not the vowel sound 

plus the nasal consonant sound. To produce the French nasal vowel, one should always 

keep the soft palate gently dropped to allow the air to partly enter the nasal passages and 

partly enter the mouth. Thomas Grubb indicates that a “nasal vowel is correctly resonated 

in the nasal cavities which are located behind the nose, in the “yawn,” more or less in the 

center of the head. It must never be placed solely in the nose.”14Kurt Adler also points out 

                                                
13 Borong Huang and Xudong Liao, 52. 

14 Thomas Grubb, Singing in French: a manual of French diction and French vocal 

repertoire, (New York: Schirmer Books, 1979), 54. 
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the same thing. He maintained that singers should avoid over-lowering the soft palate 

which could result in an ugly nasal sound and ruin the language and the tone.15  

 French nasal vowels might sound familiar to Chinese speakers due to some 

existing similarities between French nasal vowels and Chinese nasal finals but, in fact, 

they are different. Nasal vowels cannot equate to nasal finals or nasal consonants. Kurt 

Adler has pointed out a similar problem with English speaking singers: “The accompanist 

or coach must make it clear to the singers that these nasal vowels are not like the English 

nasal consonants, as in word “long” and “sing”, where the nasality is effected on the “ng” 

sound. The consonants following a nasal sound must be pronounced as late as possible, as 

in the songer [sõ ʒe].”16  

 Simply substituting Chinese nasal finals for French nasal vowels may appear to be 

a quick approach to achieving the desired sound, but this approach may be a trap if one 

cannot distinguish the differences between the two sounds in each language. 

 The French [ɑ̃] is nasalized darker [ɑ] sound, and it sounds very close to the 

Chinese nasal final “ɑng” as in the word 忙 “máng”. Both of the sounds are based on the 

[ɑ] vowel. The difference is: the Chinese nasal final “ɑng” sound is a gradual process 

from the vowel [ɑ] to the final [ŋ]. However, the French [ɑ̃] should be pronounced as a 

                                                
15 Kurt Adler, Phonetics and Diction in Singing: Italian, French, Spanish, German. 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1967), 62. 

16 Ibid. 
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pure vowel, as in the French word dans, the “n” should be silent. Being able to 

distinguish the Chinese “ɑng” [aŋ] from the French [ɑ̃] is necessary for Chinese singers. 

Exercise 4:  

Read aloud these Chinese words with the “ɑng” [aŋ] and French words with [ɑ̃]. Please 

note the differences. 

                        Chinese words          French words 

                        当 dɑng [dɑŋ]            dans [dɑ̃]                 danse [dɑ̃s] 

狂 kuɑng [kuɑŋ]        quand [kɑ̃]               grand [grɑ̃] 

汤 tɑng [tɑŋ]              temps [tɑ̃]                tant [tɑ̃]  

上 shɑng [ʃɑŋ]           chante [ʃɑ̃ tə]           champ [ʃɑ̃] 

桑 sɑng [sɑŋ]             sembler [sɑ̃ ble]       naissant[nɛ sɑ̃] 

胖 pɑng [pɑŋ]            penser [pɑ̃ se]           pendule [pɑ̃ dy l] 

忙 mɑng [mɑŋ]          manger [mɑ̃ ʒe]        dimanche [di mɑ̃ ʃ] 

 The closed nasal [õ] sounds similar to Chinese “ong”[oŋ] sound, as in word 龙 

“lóng” [loŋ]. Both of the sounds are based on the [o] vowel, however, they are two 

different sounds. The difference is: the Chinese nasal final “ong” involves a slower 

progression from the vowel [o] to the final nasal consonant [ŋ]. To pronounce a pure 

French nasal vowel [õ], one should slightly lower the velum, to put the nasal sound on the 

closed [o] vowel. In fact, [ɔ̃] is usually used in French conversation. In French singing, 

however, in order to avoid possible confusion with the sound [ɑ̃], it is better to sing the 
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[õ] instead of the [ɔ̃].17 Knowing the difference between the Chinese “ong” [oŋ] and the 

French [õ] is necessary for Chinese singers.  

Exercise 5: 

Read aloud these Chinese words with the “ong” [oŋ] and French words with [õ]. Please 

note the differences. 

                       Chinese words         French words 

龙 long [loŋ]           long[lõ]           longtems [[lõtɑ̃] 

同 tong [toŋ]           ton [tõ]             tombre [tõbrə] 

梦 mong [moŋ]       mon [mõ]         montage [mõ taʒ] 

送 song [soŋ]          sont [sõ]           songe [sõ ʒ] 

荣 rong [roŋ]          front [frõ]          ronger [rõ ʒə]  

总 zong [zoŋ]         liaison [ljɛ zõ]   horizon [o ri zõ] 

 Vocalize 

 

                                                
17. John Moriarty, Diction Italian, Latin, French, German...the Sounds and 81 Exercises 
for Singing Them (Boston: Schirmer Music Company, 1975), 190. 
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   The French [ɛ]̃ sounds similar to the Chinese pinyin “ɑn” [an] as in the word 安. 

However, [ɛ]̃ is a single vowel sound instead of a vowel plus a nasal consonant sound. To 

pronounce a proper [ɛ]̃ sound, people need to first produce the [ɛ] with slightly dropped 

velum. This vowel can be the most difficult one for many singers if they allow the basic 

vowel [ɛ] to spread or with sing with a nasal raspiness. Singers should “aim for a mellow, 

rich sound,” as suggested by Thomas Grubb.18 

Exercises 6: 

Read aloud these Chinese words with the “ɑn” [an] and French words with [ɛ]̃. Notice the 

slight physical differences in the oral cavity as you say or sing the words below: 

                   Chinese words        French words 

                    安 ɑn [an]               infini [ɛ ̃fi ni]         impossible [ɛ ̃pɔ si blə] 

盘 pɑn [pan]           pain [pɛ]̃                 peintre [pɛ ̃trə] 

蓝 lɑn [lan]             plein [plɛ]̃              Poulenc [pu lɛ ̃k] 

蛮 mɑn [man]         main [mɛ]̃              chemin [ʃə mɛ]̃ 

眼 yɑn [yan]           vient [vj ɛ]̃              bien [bjɛ]̃  

三 sɑn [san]            simple [sɛ ̃plə ]       sympathie [sɛ ̃pa ti] 

                                                
18 Thomas Grubb, Singing in French, 58. 
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 Vocalize

 

 The French nasal vowel [œ̃] does not have an equivalent or similar Chinese 

sound. For the Chinese newcomer to French, this is a fresh new sound for ears and 

mouths. First, the nasal [œ̃] sound is based on the mixed vowel [œ]. By slightly lowering 

the velum and immediately applying a nasal component to the mixed vowel, a student 

will achieve the desired [œ̃] sound. Since the mixed vowel [œ] does not exist in the 

Chinese language, singers should master this vowel before proceeding to practice the 

nasal [œ̃]. According to Joan Wall, “the order [ɛ]̃, [õ], [œ̃], [ɑ̃] indicates how the lips 

gradually increase their rounding and the jaw drops.” 19(In fact, many places in France, 

Paris for example, French speakers do not make the distinction between [œ̃] and [ɛ]̃.)  

Exercises 7: 

Vocalize. Observe the difference between [œ] and [œ̃], [õ] and [œ̃]. 

 

                                                
19 Joan Wall, International Phonetic Alphabet for Singers, 245. 
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3.2 Absent French Consonant Sounds in Chinese Pinyin 

 Six French consonants are absent from the Chinese phonetic system. Some of 

them have similar sounds in Pinyin, and some do not. The [v] is an entirely new sound to 

the ears and mouths of Chinese people. The Pinyin system contains neither this character 

nor this sound. The French use this sound frequently in their language, since both of the 

“w” and “v” in French words are pronounced as [v]: For example, in word wagon [va gõ] 

and voix [vwa]. Learning the [v] sound and its usage is essential for Chinese singers. 

 [v] is a fricative sound. To pronounce the sound, people should use the upper 

teeth gently to touch the lower lip, raise the soft palate, and close the nasal passageway. 

Let the air glide out between the lower lip and the upper teeth. The Chinese language 

does contain a fricative sound [f]. This sound might be helpful for Chinese speakers in 

learning the [v] sound. In fact, [f] and [v] require the same placement for articulation. The 

only difference is that the [f] is unvoiced, and the [v] should be voiced (which involves 

subtle vibrations from the vocal folds). By pronouncing the [f] first, then adding the 

voiced sound to it, Chinese speakers could easily experience the [v] sound. 

 

Exercises 8: 

Read aloud the following sounds. Observe the difference between [v] and [f]. 

 [fa fa fa fa fa] [va va va va] 

[fi fi fi fi fi] [vi vi vi vi vi] 

[fe fe fe fe fe] [ve ve ve ve ve] 
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 The phoneme [z] might also prove a challenge for Chinese singers. Since the 

same symbol exists in the Pinyin system (and its sound is almost similar), a student might 

consider them the same. However, Pinyin “z” represents the sound [ts], which is a 

voiceless alveolar affricate. In many Western languages, the letter “z” pronounced as a 

voiced fricative consonant [z], which according to Thomas Grubb: “produced by audible 

friction of the breath against some part of the articulatory organs of the mouth. Whereas 

the stoppage of the explosive consonant is complete, the fricative stoppage is partial and 

sustained.”20 This is a voiced fricative, which involves alveolar stoppage21.When 

pronouncing the sound, one should put the tip of the tongue near the teeth ridge, and the 

side of the tongue touches the upper molars. Air should be forced out between the teeth 

and the tongue. 

 The sound [s] might be a usable bridge to arrive at the phoneme [z]. As an 

unvoiced fricative consonant which requires a similar position for articulation, [s] does 

exist in the Chinese Pinyin system. By pronouncing the [s] sound first, then simply 

adding voicing to it should bring about a usable [z].       

Exercise 9: 

Read aloud these sounds. Please note the differences between [z] and [ts]. 

[ts ts ts ts ts] [z z z z z] 

[tsa tsa tsa tsa tsa] [za za za za za] 

 

                                                
20 Thomas Grubb, Singing in French, 73. 

21 An alveolar stoppage is made by placing the tip of the tongue against the upper teeth 

gums, which is the alveolar ridge.  
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Please note the differences between [z] and [s]. Remember that [z] is a voiced consonant 

which has pitch, while [s] does not. 

 [si si si si si] [zi zi zi zi zi] 

 [sa sa sa sa sa] [za za za za za] 

 [su su su su su] [zu zu zu zu zu] 

 

 French [r] might be the most challenging consonant for Chinese singers. The IPA 

has three ways to pronounce this consonant: flipped, rolled, and uvular. Joan Wall states 

that “In spoken French, the uvular r [R] is commonly used in Paris and the Île de France 

(a region in north-central France). However, in singing, always use the tongue point r, 

either with a single flip— particularly between vowels—or a rolled r (two or three 

flaps.)”22 Unfortunately, all three types of [r] sounds are absent in Chinese. Thus, Chinese 

singers have to work hard to practice both flipped [r] and rolled [r] to sing better French.  

 The flipped [r], also called the tapped [r], is predominantly used in sung French. 

During the pronunciation process, it requires a relaxed and flexible tongue. To articulate 

the flipped [r], singers should retract the tongue tip and point upward just behind the teeth 

ridge. Raise the soft palate and close the nasal passageway.23 [d] or [t] could be two 

possible bridge sounds to get the flipped [r] sound. Many Chinese singers and teachers 

used these two consonants when singing or teaching. As Thomas Grubb suggests: 

It is articulated by the tip of the tongue flapping one across voiced breath against 
the rim dividing the gum ridge and the hard palate. For those who find the 
flipping of an[r] difficult, it might be helpful to start with a light [d], gradually 

                                                
22 Joan Wall and Robert Caldwell, Diction for Singers, 252. 
23 Joan Wall, International Phonetic Alphabet for Singers, 188. 
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relaxing the stoppage, and eventually on the rim. Remember that [d] is explosive 
with complete blockage and dental stoppage, while [r] has fricative qualities, with 
incomplete blockage and sustained stoppage.24        

 The rolled [r], in fact, is a prolonged and multi-flipped [r]. It is a difficult sound 

for most of the Chinese speakers to execute. Chinese people could find this sound by 

flipping a few [r] with one breath. It might take a long time for them to get this sound 

since it depends on the flexibility of the tongue. The rolled [r] is a sound needs more 

patience and practice. If they cannot obtain the rolled [r], flipped [r] will be an 

appropriate choice. 

Exercises 10:  

Repeat these sounds. Speed up after you get the correct [r] sound. 

[do do do do do] [ro ro ro ro ro]  

[drɔ drɔ drɔ drɔ drɔ] [trɔ trɔ trɔ trɔ trɔ] 

[da da da da da] [ra ra ra ra ra] [dara dara dara dara dara] 

[dra dra dra dra dra] [tra tra tra tra tra] 

 

 The phonemes [ʃ] and [ʒ] are paired fricative consonants that might confuse 

Chinese people since there are two similar sounds, “sh” [ʂ] and “r” [ʐ], exist in the 

Chinese language. People might regard them as the same sounds but in fact, they are 

different. Chinese “sh” [ʂ] is a voiceless retroflex consonant, but [ʃ] is an unvoiced 

postalveolar (or behind the upper gum ridge) fricative. Chinese “r” [ʐ] is a voiced 

retroflex consonant, but [ʒ] is a voiced postalveolar fricative. 

                                                
24 Thomas Grubb, Singing in French, 77. 
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  When Chinese “sh” [ʂ] and “r” [ʐ] are pronounced, the tip of the tongue is curled 

up toward the hard palate. When [ʃ] and [ʒ] are pronounced, the tip of the tongue point 

toward the back of the teeth ridge also the lower gum ridge. To pronounce a [ʃ], first 

pronounce the Chinese “sh” [ʂ], then move the tip of the tongue a little bit forward. The 

same method could apply to the [ʒ]. First pronounce the Chinese “r” [ʐ], then move the 

tip of the tongue a little bit forward, and you will get [ʒ] sound. The difference between 

this pair of sounds is so minor that people might never notice. [ʃ] and [ʒ] sounds only 

require the singer to move the tip of the tongue more forward on the position of Chinese 

“sh” [ʂ] and “r” [ʐ]. Remember, [ʃ] is unvoiced while [ʒ] is voiced. 

Exercise 11:     

Read aloud these words. Please note the differences between [ʃ] and [ʂ], [ʒ] and [ʐ]. 

Chinese words      French words        IPA Contrast 

舍 she [ʂə]             blanche [blɑ̃ʃ]       [ʂ ʃ ʂ ʃ ʂ ʃ ʂ ʃ ʂ ʃ]        [ʃ ʃ ʃ ʃ ʃ] 

热 re  [ʐə]               rouge [ruʒ]           [ʐ ʒ ʐ ʒ ʐ ʒ ʐ ʒ ʐ ʒ]    [ʒ ʒ ʒ ʒ ʒ] 

     

 The enya [ɲ] is a special consonant that exists in Italian and French. In Chinese, 

the closest sound to [ɲ] is in the word 聂 “nie” [niɛ]. The Chinese “nie” is a combining 

the process of making one syllable, with the tip of the tongue lifted to the upper teeth 

ridge for [n] first, and then lower to the back of the bottom teeth for the [i], finally the 

jaw drops for the [ɛ]. Note, the enya [ɲ] is a single consonant which just requires a single 

tongue action.   
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 To produce the enya [ɲ] sound, one should part their lips slightly, then put the tip 

of the tongue behind the bottom of the front teeth and lift the blade of the tongue to touch 

the front of the hard palate, then adding voice to it. The sound is very close to the [n], 

except it requires to use the blade of the tongue instead of the tip of the tongue to touch 

the palate.25 

Exercise 12:     

Read aloud the sounds below, and pay special attention to the difference between [n] and 

[ɲ]: 

 [niɛ niɛ niɛ niɛ niɛ] [ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲ]            

[nia nia nia nia nia] [ɲa ɲa ɲa ɲa ɲa] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
25 Ibid., 214. 
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3.3 Other Issues with French Consonants 

 People who do not speak Chinese should notice that the Chinese language does 

not use the concept of consonants and vowels. Initials and finals are used instead. 

Chinese Pinyin initials are always consonants and finals are almost always vowels 

(except “n” [n] and “ng” [ŋ]). Because of this, final consonants are easily ignored by 

Chinese singers. This problem may bother Chinese vocalists when they are singing not 

only in French but in most of the Western languages including Italian, German, and 

English. They need to pay special attention to all of the final consonants when they are 

singing in those languages.  

 In French, however, sometimes final consonants should be pronounced and 

sometimes, they should not be pronounced. This confusion does not only exist for 

Chinese speakers but also for other non-native speakers of French. In this case, knowing 

when final consonants should be pronounced is most important.  

 According to Joan Wall, six final consonants are usually pronounced: c, r, f, l, b, 

and q. “There is an old saying that the only final consonants which are pronounced in 

French are the letters in the word ‘careful’. Final ‘b’ and ‘q’ are rarer.”26 This is a great 

method for English speakers to remember the rule of the final consonants. Chinese 

speakers could also invent a similar solution by themselves to remember the rule. Also, in 

a few words, the final “s” is pronounced. For example, lis, hélas, bis.      

  In the Chinese language, all of the letters people see in the Pinyin system should 

be pronounced. However, in the French language, almost all consonants within a word 

should be pronounced, except “h”, “m” before “n”; nasalized “m” and “n”; sometimes 

                                                
26 Joan Wall and Robert Caldwell, 252. 
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“p” before “t”, which should be pronounced.27 Learning all the pronunciation rules is 

important for proper diction in any language. Since there are many ‘exceptions to the 

rules’ in the French language, Chinese vocalists should listen closely to native singers 

and check their dictionaries to make sure that their French sounds are correctly 

articulated. 

                                                
27 John Moriarty, Diction, 97. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SPECIAL TOPICS 

1. The Influence of Chinese Dialects on Mandarin Speakers 

 A region of any country where people live and work greatly influences the 

speaking habits they learn. As a vocal coach for the 1997 production of Bizet’s Carmen 

in Beijing, Mary Dibbern worked on French pronunciation with Chinese singers. She 

found that: “Pronouncing the French language presents no problem for natives of 

Shanghai. In fact, the Shanghai Chinese language (completely different from Mandarin or 

Cantonese), contains all of the sounds of the French language. The adult and children’s 

choruses were able to write out their parts phonetically using Chinese characters from 

their language, and their pronunciation was absolutely perfect.”28 Here, one might be 

curious as to why singers from Shanghai seem to pronounce French sounds easier than 

people from other regions of China. Most Chinese singers’ native languages differ greatly 

from the state language of Mandarin. It should also be mentioned that not all people in 

China speak Mandarin. There are over two hundred languages spoken within the borders 

of the country, and a substantial number of Chinese citizens do not speak Mandarin at all. 

The traditional Shanghai citizen speaks the Shanghai dialect, which belongs to one of the 

seven Chinese dialect branches called Wu. In fact, Wu is a native language chiefly used 

by people who live in Shanghai, Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Fujian and Jiangxi Provinces. 

According to The Modern Chinese, nearly 7.2% of Chinese people speak the Wu 

                                                
28 Mary Dibbern, “Coach’s Notebook: Carmen in Shanghai,” Opera Journal 30.3 (Sep 
1997): 15. 
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language.29 Appendix B indicates the proportion of the Chinese population who speak the 

Wu language. 

 The many dialects in China also influence Chinese singers when they perform in 

foreign languages. Essentially, standard Mandarin is derived from a Beijing dialect which 

has been in use extensively in recent years, but this does not mean that other dialects are 

absent in the country’s speaking habits. Innumerable dialects are still in use by Chinese 

people in their daily life. Most people in China speak at least two languages: the standard 

Mandarin and a dialect. Also, the mother tongue of many Chinese is not standard 

Mandarin, but a dialect. As has been mentioned before, the speaking habits of the mother 

language usually influence the study of a new language. It is essential for singers and 

teachers to be aware of the individual speech patterns and linguistic habits of each 

student. 

 The differences among hundreds of Chinese dialects are tremendous. It is difficult 

to know the speaking style and habits of all of the languages spoken there. Generally, 

people who live in Southern China articulate with a more frontal position than people 

who live in northern China. By speaking habits and location, people can easily 

distinguish a Taiwanese person from a Northeastern person when they both speak 

Mandarin. In general, the Northeastern person’s pronunciation position is relatively 

toward the back of the mouth, while the Taiwanese person’s pronunciation position is 

more toward the front. The Northeastern people like to use more throat resonance in the 

speech, while the Taiwanese prefer to use resonance from their nasal passages. That is 

                                                
29 Borong Huang and Liao Xudong, The Modern Chinese, 9.  
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because the Taiwanese Mandarin is influenced by the Kejia dialect which usually 

resonates frontally, while the Northeastern Mandarin is affected by Northeastern dialects 

that people usually create more sound in the throat. 

 In many dialects of Southern China, for example, Hunan and Nanjing, people 

have trouble in distinguishing the [n] and [ŋ]. This could be due to a missing sound in 

their dialect. In Southern China, people who speak the dialect of Kunming, Meixian, 

Yangjiang or Qinzhou, usually have trouble pronouncing the [y] sound. They usually use 

[i] to replace [y] sound when they speak Mandarin.30 People who speak Hunan dialect 

usually mispronounce the [n] as [l], and [h] as [f], since the [n] and [h] sounds are 

missing in the dialect.         

  Nasal vowels do not exist in Mandarin Chinese; however, some dialects do 

contain some nasal vowel sounds. For example, the dialect of Kunming and Guilin 

contains the sounds [ã] and [ɛ]̃; Jinan and Xi’an dialect contains [œ̃].31 The level of 

difficulty in pronouncing nasal vowels for the native speaker is varied depending on the 

region of China where he or she lives. 

 Articulation characteristics might also influence Chinese singers when they try to 

pronounce an open or closed vowel. In many regions of Southern China, people are more 

likely to pronounce the “a” with more open space between the roof of the mouth and the 

tongue. Also, the tongue has a higher forward arch position in the South which differs 

from the tongue position speakers use in Northern China. In this case, Chinese singers 

                                                
30 Ibid., 56.  

31 Ibid., 57. 
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have to be aware of the difference between bright [a] and dark [ɑ] and adjust the mouth 

position to make the correct sound in French otherwise, the language will not make sense 

to the audience. The same rule might apply to the open [ɔ] and the closed [o], open [ɛ] 

and the closed [e].   

 With countless dialects in one language, pronunciation problems in French are as 

varied as the many regions of China itself.  It is important for the singers of China to 

identify their individual diction challenges accurately, to correct their mistakes, and to 

practice diligently to arrive at the right pronunciation. 

2. Problems with Using Pinyin on the Study of French Pronunciation 

 Since the IPA is not widely in use in China, some Chinese vocalists try to use 

Pinyin to identify and learn French pronunciations. Considering that many similar sounds 

exist in the two languages, singers in China might have the false impression that using the 

Pinyin system is the best for their language study. It is evident that certain sounds are 

missing in Pinyin which are needed in French pronunciation, and the subtle differences in 

pronunciation between the two languages may cause the most problems for the Chinese 

speaker. French has two types of “a” sound: the bright [a] and the dark [ɑ]. However, in 

Chinese Pinyin, the letter “ɑ” or printed “a” could be pronounced in four ways: [a], [ɑ], 

[A], [ɛ], which depends on certain conditions. In the Pinyin system, the bright [a] and the 

dark [ɑ] sounds are represented by the same symbol “ɑ”. The symbol for “a” however, is 

commonly used in printed Chinese pinyin for convenience while typing. Quite simply, 

the symbols bright [a] and dark [ɑ] are not differentiated by Chinese people, which could 

be confusing when they are studying French. 
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 When the Pinyin “ɑ” appears as a single final, or in compound final “iɑ” or “uɑ”, 

it should be pronounced as [A], which is a special Chinese vowel which does not exist in 

French. The tongue position for [A] is more open than [a] but closed than [ɑ]. Chinese 

singers should avoid producing this sound when they are singing French songs.   

 When the Pinyin “ɑ” appears in compound finals “ɑi”, “uɑi”, “ɑn”, “uɑn” and 

“üɑn”, it should be pronounced as [a]. This bright [a] is similar to French [a], as in the 

words:  Paris [pa ri], table [ta blə], la [la], appel [a pɛl]. 

 When the darker Pinyin “ɑ” appears in compound finals “ɑng”, “iɑng” and 

“uɑng”, it should be pronounced as [ɑ]. This dark “ɑ” sound is same as French [ɑ], for 

example in the words: pas [pɑ], las [lɑ], bas [bɑ], passer [pɑ se], extase [ɛk stɑ zə], raser 

[ra ze]. 

 Most Chinese speakers, who have been taught the Pinyin system since elementary 

school,  might not notice the subtle variations of this vowel unless an in-depth study of 

linguistics is undertaken. They should be able to distinguish between different “a” sounds 

in Chinese before moving on to French diction. 

 This kind of ambiguity also exists in other vowel pronunciations. Another 

example is the Pinyin letter [e]. Depending on what proceeds the [e], it can be 

pronounced in two different ways: when the pinyin letter [e] is preceded by the letter [y], 

for example in the word 夜 “yè”, it pronounced as [e] in IPA. When the pinyin letter [e] 

comes alone, or preceded by an initial beside the [y], for example in the word 喝 “hē”, it 

is pronounced as [ə] in IPA.  
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 Two semi-vowels [j] and [ɥ] for Chinese speakers are tricky even though the 

Chinese language does contain these two sounds; however, they are both represented by 

the same Pinyin letter [y]. When [y] appears as an initial in Chinese pinyin, it can be 

pronounced two different ways depending on what follows behind it: When Pinyin letter 

[y] is followed by [a], [o], [e], [i], it is pronounced as [j] in IPA; however, when the 

Pinyin letter [y] is followed by [ü], it is pronounced as [ɥ]. If Chinese singers try to use 

the Pinyin [y] to mark French [j] and [ɥ], it will probably cause confusion when they read 

their markings later.   

  To deal with this confusion, Chinese vocalists have to remind themselves of the 

differences between IPA and Pinyin when they are singing in French. They should never 

mix the IPA and Pinyin. The Pinyin system can sometimes help Chinese people in 

learning the IPA faster, but one system should never replace the other. Pinyin letters, 

unlike the IPA, only represent Chinese sounds.   
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CHAPTER 4   

 INTERPRETING FRENCH ART SONG: CHALLENGES AND SUGGESTIONS 

1. The Importance of Comprehending French Art Song 

 After some lengthy studies, Chinese singers might consider clearly articulated 

French diction as the primary key to the art of French song. However, it is only the first 

step. Language, like music, is a medium for people to express a wide range of emotions 

and ideas.  Art song singing conveys these feelings and these thoughts through words and 

melody. 

 Vocal performers should not sing art songs without first understanding the poetry.  

Since they have the interpretive tools already mentioned above, it is important that the 

singer understands the surface and the implied meanings of the poetry or they will have 

nothing to express. 

 As Kimball says, “We are not just singing words, we are singing poems.”32When 

a composer writes an art song, he or she needs to choose a poem first, then compose the 

music based on the unique sounds of the words in the poem. The music should adopt the 

tone, the rhythm, the stress, and the texture of the poem. The poem and the music are 

equally important in the form of art song.  

                                                
32 Carol Kimball, “Making Poems Sing,” Journal of Singing - The Official Journal of the 
National Association of Teachers of Singing 69 (2013): 615. 
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 Poet David Mason said, as cited in Kimball’s article, “Poetry creates a pattern of 

sound and that sound has meaning. Poetry is a dance that lives in the nervous system.”33 

Poetry includes several component elements: the word sounds, the rhythm, the texture, 

and the imagery. In general, singers should read and understand the poem before they 

start to learn the music of the art song. When singers begin to learn the poem, they should 

perhaps learn the words first. A poem can be described as a combination of selected 

words that have particular connections to other words. The tone of every word and the 

rhythm given by the poet through accents and punctuations create more lyrical texture 

than normal, everyday speech. The musical setting for an art song is sometimes based on 

words of the text. Like Kimball said, “After you have internalized poetry and music, you 

most probably will sound impressive, but only as a result of having read and studied the 

poem, then its musical setting.”34  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
33 Ibid. 

34 Ibid., 616. 
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2. Problems for Chinese Singers in Understanding French Poetry 

 While studying a song’s words, singers have to be somewhat familiar with the 

background information behind the poem in addition to knowing the pronunciation of the 

text. As foreign readers, native Chinese singers are usually not familiar with Western 

history and its culture. This lack of knowledge might present a few problems as they try 

to unlock the mysteries of French art song. 

 The poem, “La vie antérieure” by Charles Baudelaire, which is used in composer 

Henri Duparc’s song setting, is a good example to demonstrate the challenges sometimes 

presented to the Chinese singer.35 The poem was first published in Baudelaire’s famous 

volume of poems, “Les Fleurs du mal” (The Flowers of Evil), in 1857. This volume 

marks the beginning of the French Symbolist movement, which influenced many later 

poets and inspired one of the most famous poetic styles in France. Many well-known 

French composers have chosen this type of poetry for their songs. The Symbolist poem is 

focused on using phonemes to describe the tropes and images that contrast the more 

realistic poem, which focuses on describing reality.36 In “La vie antérieure,” Baudelaire 

uses many exaggerated metaphors to describe his luxurious, yet a decadent lifestyle. 

Here, the principal themes of sex and death could be considered scandalous in Chinese 

traditional culture. The poetry is therefore difficult for Chinese native singers to imagine, 

not only because of the different language being used, but also because the words and 

images come from a different culture that is difficult to understand.  

                                                
35 For text and translations, see Appendix C. 
36 Sherri Weiler, “All the World’s a Stage,” Journal of Singing - The Official Journal of 
the National Association of Teachers of Singing 71,5 (2015): 637-638. 
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 In the first paragraph, Baudelaire describes the environment where he used to live. 

Thoughts like these are hard for Chinese singers to imagine. The “vastes portiques” (vast 

porticoes) and the “grottes basaltiques” (basaltic grottos) are examples. Such Greek 

architecture does not exist in Chinese culture. Because of the weather and the 

environment, most ancient Chinese people who lived next to the ocean built their 

buildings with wood. In the last paragraph, Baudelaire writes both of these observations: 

“Des eclaves nus” (the naked slaves), and “Qui me rafraîchissaient le front avec des 

palmes” (who cooled my brow with palms), are foreign and exotic to Chinese culture. 

Even though slaves existed in Chinese history, rarely people know exactly the lifestyle of 

the owners, not to mention the real image. Especially the word-naked is considered 

immoral in Modern Chinese history. Most of the Chinese singers might hardly imagine 

someone naked standing around them and serving them in this manner. 

 One’s own imagination in the presentation of art song is indispensable. As 

Kimball said, “As you read poetry, you will find that your imagination stretches and 

becomes an active part of the work. Imagination is one of the most essential abilities in 

interpreting art songs.”37 Singers have to formulate abundant mental images to convey 

meanings when they sing art song. It is difficult, however, to visualize something they are 

not familiar with. According to Ricard De Young:  

Imagination depends upon memory for a great part of its materials. It rearranges 
the materials of memory into new combinations and new forms. It does not 
reproduce but produces something new. Yet often the imagination depends on 
past experiences, to yield materials that it may shape to the heart’s desire. 38  

                                                
37 Carol Kimball, “Making Poems Sing,” 616. 
38 Richard De Young, The singer’s imagination. Journal of Singing - The Official Journal 
of the National Association of Teachers of Singing 73(2017), 326. 
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To truly interpret an art song, singers have to have some experience in their lives which 

might feed their imagination. If an image does not exist in a person’s memory or past 

experience, there will not be any way for them to recall a memory. The original material 

in their mind is limited. For Chinese singers, the lack of Western cultural experience 

might limit their ability to fully appreciate French poetry. 

 The poem “Mandoline,” by Paul Verlaine, is another example we might use to 

demonstrate the importance of existing knowledge to give some meaning to French 

poetry.39 This well-known poem was set to music by composer Claude Debussy (and 

others), and many singers chose to sing this piece on their recital programs. While the 

music might be familiar to the audience and the performers, the meaning of the words 

might be ignored by them. Firstly, the mandolin is a stringed instrument which originally 

comes from Italy. It is an unknown instrument in China and the sounds it makes are not 

known to Chinese ears. If Chinese people have not heard the acoustic possibilities of this 

specific instrument, how can they imagine a scene in which it is being played? In fact, 

people can think of the mandolin as a Western pipa, because their shapes and sounds are 

very similar, however, their music style is different. Secondly, in the sentence “C’est 

Tircis et c’est Aminte (There is Tircis and there is Aminte), Et c’est l’éternel Clitandre 

(And there is the eternal Clitandre), Et c’est Damis qui pour mainte Cruelle fait maint 

vers tendre” (And there is Damis who for many cruel ones writes many tender verses),” 

the poem mentioned four character names that most Chinese people might not know if 

                                                
39 For text and translations, see Appendix C. 
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they are not familiar with French literature. Lacking this knowledge will probably limit 

their understanding of the poetry and their perception of Verlaine’s images. 

 Being from a different cultural background may also lead the Chinese reader to 

misunderstand certain keywords in the poem. Sometimes, even if people can successfully 

translate the entire text of the poem, they still may not comprehend the more subtle 

emotional implications in it. 

 Unlike drama, poetry usually contains more ambiguity in the text. Take Francis 

Poulenc’s song “Montparnasse” as an example; it is based on the poem by one of the 

foremost poets of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Guillaume 

Apollinaire. 40 The words of the entire poem are simple and easy to understand. But the 

poetic world which Apollinaire creates might not be accessible to a foreigner unfamiliar 

with his literary references. This kind of poetry requires the reader to be more or less 

knowledgeable about the experience of the poet and the background of the poem. 

Montparnasse is an area of Paris where many artists used to live. This poem was possibly 

written in 1911or 1912 when Apollinaire spent Sundays at Gabrielle Picabia’s home in 

Garches.41 He is talking about himself; people could perceive this from the text “Un 

poète Lyrique d’Allemagne” (a lyric poet from Germany) since Apollinaire was living in 

Germany before his time in Paris. 

 Apollinaire was born in Rome in 1880. He is the illegitimate son of a Polish 

woman and an unidentified military officer. He spent most of his youth traveling in 

                                                
40 For text and translations, see Appendix C. 
41 Frank Daykin, The Encyclopedia of French Art Song: Fauré, Debussy, Ravel, Poulenc. 
(Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 1958), 477. 
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Europe studying a variety of cultures and fields. He only lived for thirty-eight years.42 

“Montparnasse” is a sketch of the poet's arrival in Paris. With information about the poet, 

one might better appreciate Apollinaire’s point of view and his emotional state.  His 

poem, however, embodies some confusing imagery: “Où sont mes fruits? Où me planté-

je? (Where are my fruits? where do I plant myself? ).” It also reveals some longing for 

the future, which indicates by the “vous rêvez (you dream)” and “l'aventure (the 

adventure).” Of course, these are only speculations. In most cases, and especially in 

symbolist and surrealist poetry, poets never explain the meaning or the emotion of the 

poetry to their readers. As with any poetry, readers should combine their own conclusions 

about the text with any personal imagery so that they might arrive at what the poem 

means to them. Singers with eastern cultural backgrounds find it difficult to imagine the 

practical wisdom of western poets. It is also equally challenging for them to think fully 

about an entirely different culture.  

                                                
42 Kelu Zheng, 法国诗歌史 (The history of French Poetry). (Beijing: The Commercial 
Press, 2018), 294. 
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3. Interpreting French Art Song: Some Suggestions for Chinese Singers  

 The ability to interpret French poetry for singing is essential for most students of 

classical songs. As Thomas Grubb indicates: “The complete vocal artist must cultivate 

and refine this sensitivity to the word, to poetry, and to literature in general... The singer 

is always working through a text that in some way or another inspired the vocal line and 

its texture.”43 Chinese singers struggle to appreciate French poetry, but this does not 

mean that they cannot perform it. They need to do more research on the subject and 

cultivate a taste and an ability to interpret French literature. French poetry is one of the 

shining jewels in the crown of Western literary culture and failure to recognize and 

appreciate this by Chinese performers is limiting to their artistic growth, whatever their 

cultural differences.  

 Some suggestions might help the beginning French art song singer. First, make a 

practical choice in selecting a poetic text. One could start with a poem they like or have 

known before and examined the text to see if it is understandable to them. Many singers 

choose a piece just to sing a beautiful melody or to show their vocal technique without 

considering the text at all. Choosing a song in this way violates one of the basic 

intentions of the singing performer: to express an emotion. 

 Secondly, read the poem both silently and aloud to feel the rhythms and the 

prosody of the words. One might notice that some of the rhythms in the music are 

consistent with the rhythms in the text as many art song composers receive their 

                                                
43 Thomas Grubb, Singing in French, 100. 
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inspiration from the sonority and the stress of the words themselves. As Pierre Bernac 

states, 

 In vocal music, the sonority and the rhythm of the words are an integral part of 
the music itself. The word is itself a musical sound. The sonority and stress and 
rhythm of words inspire music no less, and at times even more, than the emotion 
they express... . If the singer ought to make an effort to sing each work of music 
in its original language, the reason is that the music of the poem is as important as 
the music set to the poem.44 

Reading the poem aloud not only helps singers to achieve correct pronunciation, but it 

also helps them to better understand the relationship between text and music and allows 

their singing to be more natural and expressive. Many professional singers and voice 

teachers have indicated the importance of reading the song text, for example, Kimball 

wrote that, 

When we give ourselves over to the sounds of words, we start to feel the sound 
energy that exists in the arrangement of words in poems... . Reading aloud helps 
us discover the fluidity in a string of words. We experience the shape and 
movement of the poetic lines through inflected pitch, correct pronunciation, and 
clear articulation. Our diction improves, and our imaginations are stretched.45  

 Thirdly, singers should--by all means—try to understand the ideas expressed in 

the poem, including the use of French/Chinese dictionary and any other reference 

materials to get the meaning of the text; having both word-for-word and poetic 

translations to understand the implied meaning of every phrase. Some French poetry is 

published with explanatory notes to help readers to understand its meaning (For example 

Roger Shattuck’s The Banquet Years and Elaine Brody’s Paris: A Musical 

                                                
44 Pierre Bernac, The Interpretation of French Song. Translations of song texts by 
Winifred, (New York: W.W. Norton, 1970), 3. 
45 Carol Kimball, “Making Poems Sing,” 616-617. 
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Kaleidoscope.) Finally, singers should try to bring to the poetry, their own point of view, 

to fully give life to the words. 

 A basic knowledge of French poetry is necessary for professional singers to 

interpret French art song. At the end of this document is an annotated bibliography, 

which might help Chinese singers to better understand the intentions of the poet and 

composer. Since there are not many Chinese sources available, most of the sources cited 

here will be in English. 
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4. Annotated Bibliography 

Books in Chinese: 

Zheng, Kelu. 法国诗歌史 [The history of French Poetry]. Beijing: The Commercial 

Press, 2018. 

 This book is in Chinese. It is the first systematic book in China that explains the 

development of French poetry comprehensively. The author is an outstanding expert in 

French literature, who has extensive experience in translating. The book is an 

introduction to French poetry and style from the Middle Ages to the twentieth century 

and includes the author’s extensive analysis of the aesthetic characteristics of poetry.   

 This publication consists of twenty-three chapters listed in chronological order 

and it presents most aspects of the development of the various genres of French poetry 

from different periods. The author uses many representative examples of poetry to 

demonstrate the style of each poet, for example, Zheng mentions that Charles Baudelaire 

manifests the theory of synesthesia (or sensation stimulus), and uses symbolic techniques 

in his poetry. He explains the theory of synesthesia: regarding the world as a unified 

whole and explaining how things might relate to each other. For example, the author 

presents the idea that color and fragrance could be linked together. The different 

disciplines of music, painting, and sculpture could be associated are discussed. To 

achieve those connections, the technique of symbolism is used. The author also compares 

poets from different historical periods and sites in the eighteenth century as the desert of 

French poetry. Victor Hugo had a creative breakthrough in the early nineteenth century 
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while the literary riches of French poetry in the second half of that same hundred year 

period were unprecedented in the literary world. 

 The book is abundant in information and its analyses are logical and meticulous. 

It is a worthwhile reference text for Chinese singers to use to have an overall 

understanding of French poetry and its poets. 

Zhao, Qinrun, and Weibo Li, ed. and trans. 法国艺术歌曲字对字译词 [Word-for-

word Translation of French Art Songs]. Beijing: Central Conservatory of Music 

Press, 2006. 

 This book includes one hundred and nine selected French art song original texts. 

Each song text comes with both poetic and word-for-word translations in Chinese. 

Selected songs are representative works by twenty well-known composers: Berlioz, 

Bizet, Chausson, Debussy, Delibes, and others. Since it only covers twenty composers, 

the song selection is fairly limited. For example, it only included one song by Franz Liszt. 

The book is the very first publication (as of this date), of translations of French song in 

China. It might inspire an extended study of the French art song.   
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Books in English: 

Bernac, Pierre, The Interpretation of French Song. With Translations of Song Texts 

by Winifred Radford. New York: W.W. Norton, 1970. 

  Distinguished French singer Pierre Bernac is the author of this book. He is perhaps, the 

most famous twentieth-century interpreter of French art song and he had close artistic ties 

to Francis Poulenc. The book covers eighteen outstanding composers’ works, including 

those of Berlioz, Gounod, Duparc, Chausson, Fauré, Debussy, Ravel, Poulenc, etc. 

According to the author, this is not a musical history of French art song. It simply offers 

English-speaking singers some ideas about the performance of French song repertoire.  

 It consists of fifteen chapters, which are divided into four sections. In the first 

chapter, the author indicates some problems encountered in performance and in the 

interpretation of vocal music, and he expresses his personal ideas on how he approaches 

the music. The second chapter includes some phonetic principles included in singing 

French and offers a few comments on French diction practices in performance. The third 

chapter, Bernac makes a few general remarks about mélodie style. The other twelve 

chapters are the most important parts of the book. They present a study of selected 

repertoire by some famous French composers and for every poem, there are indications 

for liaison, elisions, breaths and a line by line translation. He also offers singers 

suggestions on interpretation and performance. Nearly two-hundred songs are covered in 

all. It is a valuable source for non-native French-speaking singers to discover the charm 

of the French art song genre and it is a helpful guide for them in the performance of it.  
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Bristol French Poetry Group. Introduction to French Poetry. Bristol, England: 

University of Bristol Press, 1983. 

 This textbook was written collaboratively by the entire staff of the University of 

Bristol French Department. It was designed for first-year English-speaking university 

students to study French poetry in a systematic way. It lists some obstacles which might 

be encountered by the English speaker on the way to fully appreciating French poetic 

literature and reveals a few similarities and differences that exist in English and French 

verse. The book admits that it is almost impossible for English-speakers to have the 

complete linguistic mastery of native French-speakers, but that one might increase their 

awareness of the rhythms and sonorities, develop their awareness of meaning nuance and 

association, and be familiar with the French poetry conventions.46 

 The first half of this book includes six commentaries on selected poems, which is 

the essential value of the book. The authors also examine eight verses in total (four 

individual poems and two pairs of poems on related themes from different periods); not 

many, but the authors successfully demonstrate to readers how to appreciate French 

poetry. For example, they discuss analysis, structure, rhetoric and versification (including 

rhyme, syllabification and stress). They also provide a practical path for people to read 

and analyze French poetry further. In the second half of the book, authors select eighty-

three poems from different styles and every verse is given a number. With almost every 

verse, the authors offer many possible comparison verses (usually under the original line 

                                                

46 Bristol French Poetry Group, Introduction to French Poetry (Bristol: University of 
Bristol 1983), 3. 
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of poetry), which might help the reader to discern the differences (and similarities), of the 

literary conventions used by the poets. 

 The purpose and structure of this book are clearly stated. It provides a practical 

method for English-speakers to appreciate French poetry and it avoids giving a lengthy 

introduction of poetic history. While it does not cover all of the famous poets and their 

works, it is an excellent source for beginning-level readers of French poetry. 

Cobb, Margaret. G. The Poetic Debussy: A Collection of His Song Texts and Selected 

Letters. Translated by Richard Miller. New York: University of Rochester Press, 

1994. 

 The author Margaret G. Cobb is a recognized authority on composer Claude 

Debussy. In order to do more in-depth and objective research of his works, she moved to 

Paris and Saint-German-en-Laye.47 Her book consists of three major parts. The first 

contains French texts and English prose translations of ninety-two Debussy songs 

(including published, unpublished, unfinished and fragmentary pieces). The second part 

of the book Cobb uses selected letters to demonstrate Debussy’s knowledge of poetry and 

some of his personal literary preferences. For example, Debussy used numerous poetic 

quotations of poems in his letters. This habit probably indicates that poetry played an 

important role in his life and thoughts. Part three contains notes for twenty-six 

compositions based on literary texts. It also includes the dates of the first performances, 

the sources of the manuscripts and some significant commentary for each song. The 

                                                
47 Saint-German-en-Laye: A town in France. The birthplace of Debussy. 
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author provides a chronological list for each chapter, and an appendix containing brief 

introductions of the poets and short descriptions of relevant friends.  

 This book should be a major reference book for people who study Debussy. It 

benefits vocalists by creating an overview of Debussy’s works, allowing them to gain 

some general insights into the songs and perhaps establish a connection to his literary 

taste. 

Daykin, Frank. The Encyclopedia of French Art Song: Fauré, Debussy, Ravel, 

Poulenc. Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 1958. 

 The author, Frank Daykin, provides a significant source containing extensive 

information about mélodies by four extraordinary French composers: Fauré, Debussy, 

Ravel, Poulenc. According to the author: “Often, even the best-informed singer arrives 

for coaching session enthusiastically prepared on the level of musical technique and 

diction, yet with no in-depth idea either of what they are singing about or the cultural 

context of the words.” The book provides the reader with information about song titles, 

poets, poetic terms, proper nouns, idioms, song dedicatees, nouns, and adjectives. His 

study also covers definitions, histories, and related backgrounds on most of the songs.  

The author does not, however, include information about the composers since so much 

related material about them already exists. This is an excellent source for singers.  
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Hartley, Anthony, Geoffrey Brereton and Brian Woledge. The Penguin Book of 

French Verse: With Plain Prose Translations of Each Poem, vol.3, The Nineteenth 

Century. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1957. 

 The goal of this publication is to provide helpful guidance to the English-speaking 

reader to appreciate French poetry written from 1820 to 1950. In the introduction, the 

author examines ideas related to rhythm, impressionism, and historical context and offers 

some effective benefit to readers in understanding the techniques used by the late 

nineteenth-century French poets. The main strength of the book is in its anthology. 

Representative works by fifty-six poets including Baudelaire, Verlaine, Mallarme, 

Apollinaire, Rimbaud, Breton, etc. are sited and translated into English, hopefully giving 

the reader more access to the poets’ literary imagery and dramatic intention. 

Johnson, Graham. Gabriel Fauré: The Songs and Their Poets. Burlington, VT: 

Ashgate Publishing Company, 2009. 

 The author, Graham Johnson, is a distinguished British collaborative pianist and 

in his book, he provides a comprehensive study of Gabriel Fauré’s songs. His research 

involves the composer’s life and the parallel lives of many Poets: Charles Baudelaire and 

Paul Verlaine, Leconte de Lisle and others. It also covers the social, political and literary 

background that existed during the time of the various compositions. Johnson’s book 

includes one hundred and nine songs by the chronological order. It includes a number of 

essays which state his opinions about the interpretation of art song on both aesthetical and 

practical levels. Richard Stokes provides extensive English translations for all of the 

original French song texts. This is not a theory book, it does not include any involved any 
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analysis of music, but it is a commanding study-guide of Fauré’s vocal music, his life and 

of other related poets. 

Johnson, Graham, and Richard Stokes. A French Song Companion. Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2000. 

 The authors of this book intend to provide English-speaking music lovers with a 

starting point in the understanding of the French art song repertoire. Graham Johnson 

provides studies on major French art song composers: Gabriel Fauré, Claude Debussy, 

Henri Duparc, Maurice Ravel, Erik Satie, etc. It includes the analysis of composers and 

their works and briefly discusses the development of the French mélodie. As a linguist 

and a vocal coach, Richard Stokes provides accurate translations for approximately seven 

hundred poems. This book is a thoroughly written treatise for the general study of French 

art song.   

Kimball, Carol. Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature. Milwaukee: Hal 

Leonard, 1996.  

  This book not only covers French art song, but it also mentions songs from some 

of the other major singing languages. The author, Carol Kimball, is a specialist of French 

repertoire, she designed the book with a duo purpose: to be used as a classroom textbook 

and a reference source for singers. 

 A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature consists of two main sections. The first 

part is a guide to learning about the composers’ song styles and their individual song-

writing characteristics. Kimble then provides a song sheet for each composer with 

suggestions for the reader to analyze each composition from various points of view: 
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harmony, rhythm, accompaniment, poetry, etc. The second part is an introduction to song 

literature and it is divided by national areas (including German, French, American, 

English, British, Italian, Russian, Spanish, Scandinavian, South American, and Eastern 

European.) The author provides a concise biography for each composer, and some 

descriptive annotations for the representative songs. It also includes a list of songs and 

bibliography of sources relating to each composer’s work for reference use and for 

further study. 

 The primary value of the book is in its use as a convenient style guide to both 

students and teachers, and not as an in-depth historical analysis of the development of art 

song. 

LeVan, Timothy. Masters of the French Art Song: Translations of the Complete 

Songs of Chausson, Debussy, Duparc, Fauré and Ravel. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow 

Press, 1991. 

 This book includes original French song texts set by Chausson, Debussy, Duparc, 

Fauré, and Ravel. The author provides both precise “word-by-word” translations and 

“poetic” translations in English. The song texts follow in alphabetical order, first by 

composer and second by song title. It also has an index of the first line and index of song 

titles, which is convenient for readers to consult. The book is basically a tool for English 

speakers to study the song texts of the five composers listed above. It omits, however, 

any information about the poets which might be useful for more complete text analysis. 

Singers will probably need more references to better understand the French poetry found 

in this book.  
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Meister, Barbara. Nineteenth Century French Song: Fauré, Chausson, Duparc, and 

Debussy. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989.  

 Barbara Meister presents a study of four distinguished representative French 

composers of the Nineteenth century: Fauré, Chausson, Duparc, and Debussy. The author 

offers two hundred mélodies with translations, which might be helpful to vocal students. 

It also includes some harmonic analysis of the accompaniments, (especially in its 

relationship to the vocal lines). The book also provides some information on the poetry of 

Verlaine, Gautier, Baudelaire, Mallarmé, and Leconte de Lisle. It also has background 

information about the poetry as well as biographical sketches of the poets and composers 

with some personal insights into the creation of the works presented. 

Noske, Frits. French Song from Berlioz to Duparc: The Origin and Development of 

the Mélodie. Translated by Rita Benton. New York: Dover publication, 1970.  

 Originally written in French, this book was published in 1954. The version 

mentioned in this brief review concerns the revised that was subsequently translated into 

English. The author, Frits Noske, has made a significant contribution in his study of the 

origin and the development of early French mélodies. The book consists of five chapters. 

The first chapter discusses the origin of the mélodie and traces its early transition from 

the older French romance form to the mélodie form after Schubert. In the second chapter, 

the author claims that “No language of Western Europe presents more difficult problems 

in the rhythmic relationship between words and music than French.”48 It includes the 

                                                

48 Frits Noske. French Song from Berlioz to Duparc: The Origin and Development of the 
Mélodie. Translated by Rita Benton. (New York: Dover publication, 1970). 41.  
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author’s observations concerning the literary aspects of the mélodie. The author first 

explains his theory of prosody by analyzing a few selected composers’ works. Then, he 

introduces short histories of four mid nineteenth-century French poets ((including 

Théophile Gautier, Alfred de Musset, Alphonse de Lamartine, and Victor Hugo), 

emphasizing their poetic contributions to music. The remaining chapters of the book 

contain commentaries on eighteen songs (and providing over two hundred musical 

examples of French mélodie). It could be of some use to singers and researchers and shed 

some historical light on this period of song composition.      
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 French melodie, as an important music genre, is indeed difficult for Chinese 

vocalists to sing, but those difficulties are not impossible to overcome. Chinese singers 

and teachers need to understand clearly, the many challenges involved in the performance 

of this valuable repertoire. The obvious challenges are text pronunciation and musical 

interpretation. These problems should be met in a direct, systematic way and with some 

dedicated effort and study, they could be overcome. 

 Currently, there are many Asian singers attending music schools in the United 

States and they are asked to learn the IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet), which is of 

great benefit to them, in their diction classes. Though some IPA sounds are missing in 

Chinese Pinyin system, IPA for Chinese singers is relatively easy to read since so many 

common sounds and symbols exist in the two systems. From the author’s personal 

perspective, the IPA and the Pinyin system are helpful language tools and both work well 

in certain ways. The problem is not about which tool is better than the other. Different 

people have different habits. Some prefer biking, and some prefer driving. One cannot 

say that driving is better than biking because it depends on different conditions. The best 

way is the one that makes people feel most comfortable. It is true that for the study of 

French diction, the Pinyin system has its limitations. Finding a connection between the 

two methods might help Chinese speakers in learning a foreign language more efficiently 

and in less time. Also, Chinese singers should realize that each person has his or her own 

particular pronunciation challenges, depending on the region in which they live, the 
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accent they grew up with, or the speaking habits they use in their daily lives. The key is 

to find a way that works best for oneself.  

 Art song, unlike the opera, presents a brief narrative story. It is sometimes more 

abstract and intimate than its larger musical partner. Simply knowing every word of the 

song text and being familiar with the poetry is not enough. Singers should use their 

imagination to interpret art songs, as Young suggests,  

Your imagination must have abundant materials from which to shape its creation. 
Read the best poetry, read history and science, cultivate an acquaintance with the 
heights of art, architecture, painting, drama and music. Study the songs of 
Schumann and Schubert. You cannot be familiar with anything by Shakespeare 
and Milton, Mozart and Beethoven, Raphael and Michaelangelo, without catching 
some of their inspiration.49 

 Chinese singers need to immerse themselves more in Western cultural thought. It 

will help them to understand more fully the poetry and music of the West. It is also 

necessary for them to do more in-depth research into the background and the style of 

poem and poet, then connect the poem to their own understanding and emotions. 

Basically, singing is just a way to express oneself. Singers should do everything that they 

can to better articulate and interpret French art songs, no matter how many difficulties 

they might face.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
49 Richard De Young, “The Singer’s Imagination,” Journal of Singing - The Official 
Journal of the National Association of Teachers of Singing, 73, 3 (2017), 327. 
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* The proportion of the language speakers according to 现代汉语（The Modern Chinese).50   
 

  

                                                
50 Borong Huang and Xudong Liao, The Modern Chinese, 9. 
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La vie antérieure 

(The previous life) 

Charies Baudelaire (1821-1867) 

English Translation by Jonathan Retzlaff 51 

 

J'ai longtemps habité sous de vastes portiques 

Que les soleils marins teignaient de mille feux, 

Et que leurs grands piliers, droits et majestueux, 

Rendaient pareils, le soir, aux grottes basaltiques. 

 

Les houles, en roulant les images des cieux, 

Mêlaient d'une façon solennelle et mystique 

Les tout-puissants accords de leur riche musique 

Aux couleurs du couchant reflété par mes yeux. 

 

C'est là que j'ai vécu dans les voluptés calmes, 

Au milieu de l'azur, des vagues, des splendeurs 

Et des esclaves nus, tout imprégnés d'odeurs, 

 

Qui me rafraîchissaient le front avec des palmes, 

Et dont l'unique soin était d'approfondir 

Le secret douloureux qui me faisait languir. 

  

                                                
51 Jonathan Retzlaff, Exploring Art Song Lyrics: Translation and Pronunciation of the 
Italian, German, and French Repertoire, (New York: Oxford, 2012). 430. 

For a long time I dwelled under the vast porticoes 
 
That the maritime sun used to color with a million fires, 
 
and that their grand pillars, straight and majestic, 
 
rendered similar, at evening, to the basaltic grottos. 
 
 
 
The tide, as it swirled with images of the sky. 
 
would mingle, in a manner solemn and mystical, 
 
the all-powerful chords of their rich music 
 
with the colors of the sunset reflected in my eyes. 
 
 
 
It is there that I lived in the voluptuous calm, 
 
amid the azure, the waves, the splendors 
 
and the naked slaves, all permeated with fragrance, 
 
 
 
Who cooled my brow with palms, 
 
and whose only care was to deepen 
 
the grievous secret that makes me languish.   
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Mandoline 

(Mandolin) 

Paul Verlaine (1844-1896) 

English Translation by Jonathan Retzlaff52 

 

Les donneurs de sérénades 

Et les belles écouteuses 

Échangent des propos fades 

Sous les ramures chanteuses. 

C'est Tircis et c'est Aminte, 

Et c'est l'éternel Clitandre, 

Et c'est Damis qui pour mainte 

Cruelle fait maint vers tendre. 

Leurs courtes vestes de soie, 

Leurs longues robes à queues, 

Leur élégance, leur joie 

Et leurs molles ombres bleues, 

Tourbillonnent dans l'extase 

D'une lune rose et grise, 

Et la mandoline jase 

Parmi les frissons de brise. 

  

                                                
52 Ibid, 420. 

The givers of serenades 
 
and the lovely listeners, 
 
exchange some banal remarks 
 
under the singing branches. 
 
There is Tircis and there is Aminte, 
 
and there is the eternal Clitandre, 
 
and there is Damis who for many 
 
cruel ones makes many tender verses. 
 
Their short jackets of silk, 
 
their long gowns with trains, 
 
their elegance, their joy, 
 
and their soft shadows blue, 
 
swirl in the ecstasy 
 
of a moon pink and gray, 
 
and the mandolin chatters 
 
among the shivers of the breeze.  
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Montparnasse 

(Montparnasse) 

Guillaume Apollinaire (1880-1918) 

English Translation by Jonathan Retzlaff53 

 

Ô porte de l’hôtel avec deux plantes vertes,     

Vertes qui jamais ne porteront de fleurs     

Où sont mes fruits? Où me planté-je?     

Ô porte de l’hôtel un ange est devant toi     

Distribuant des prospectus     

On n’a jamais si bien défendu la vertu     

Donnez-moi pour toujours une chambre à la semaine     

Ange barbu vous êtes en réalité     

Un poète lyrique d'Allemagne     

Qui voulez connaître Paris     

Vous connaissez de son pavé     

Ces raies sur lesquelles il ne faut pas 

Que l'on marche et vous rêvez     

D'allez passer votre Dimanche à Garches     

Il fait un peu lourd et vos cheveux sont longs     

Ô bon petit poète un peu bête et trop blond     

Vos yeux ressemblent tant 

A ces deux grands ballons     

Qui s'en vont dans l’air pur à l’aventure. 

                                                
53 Ibid, 490. 

O door of the hotel with two green plants, 

green that never will produce any flowers 

where are my fruits? Where do I plant myself? 

O door of the hotel an angel is in front of you 

distributing leaflets 

No one has ever so well defended virtue 

give me forever a room by the week 

bearded angel you are really  

a lyric poet from Germany 

who wants to know Paris 

You know on its cobblestones 

these cracks on which one is not allowed 

to step and you dream 

of going to pass your Sunday at Garches 

it is a little muggy and your hair is long 

O good little poet a little silly and all too blond 

your eyes resemble so much  

like these two big balloons 

that go up in the pure air for an adventure. 
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